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HOW TO ACCESS GEOCODING CORRECTION:  

 

1. From the NAACCR homepage -> Research & Analytic Tools tab-> Analysis Resources 

& Tools Overview-> GIS Resources 

 

 
 

 

2. Select the 4th option under GIS Resources labeled “ NAACCR Geocoder” 

 



3. Select the “Geocoder” tab on the left side                          

 
4. If you have already geocoded a file on the website and did not delete the file after the 

geocoding you can go straight to step 11 “Starting GeoCorrect Tool”. 

 

Uploading Database: 

5. “Select Databases > Upload Database” 

 



6. Click “Choose File” and select a file needing correction. Note that this file must already 

have been geocoded previously. If the file has not yet been geocoded please geocode 

the file here: Batch Geocoding 

a. Optional Step: 

i. If working with a large file you may want to download the geocoded file 

and create a new data file with only the records you wish to manually 

correct with this tool. Once that file is created come back and resume this 

tutorial at Step 5 and upload the newly created file. 

7. Prior to clicking “Upload” be sure the Type, Columns, Text Separator and Text Qualifier 

defaults are all correct. If not, adjust them as necessary then click “Upload”.  

8. Click “Validate Database” 

9. If your file has multiple tables or tabs, ensure the correct one is selected for “Table:” then 

click “Validate Table” 

 

Starting GeoCorrect Tool: 

10. From top menu select “Services>GeocodingCorrection” 

 
 

11. Select “Batch Processing, Manual Geocode Correction, or Start Processing Data” 

https://geo.naaccr.org/Services/Geocode/BatchProcess/Default.aspx


 
12. Select  Start - Step 1 

13. The following page shows your currently uploaded and validated databases. Scroll to the 

bottom and select  Next - Step 2  (the database file will be selected in Step 3) 

14. From here you will see your database and table. If the selection is not what you desire, 

simply click the dropdown and change the selection. Once you are satisfied with this 

display, select  Next- Step 3 

15. Confirm that the Input Fields are mapped correctly to the fields in your file listed in the 

dropdown fields. The system will attempt to match this as closely as possible based on 

field names but you may need to use the dropdown to adjust some fields if mapped 

incorrectly. The “Other” field option is used to select an additional field used for analysis 

from your file. A common selection here is [Fsource] which will tell you the exact data 

source the current match came from. This field will be available only if you selected the 

optional “FeatureAddress” when geocoding. Once you are confident in the field mapping 

select  Next - Step 4.  



 
16. Select Start Process 

 

 



 
 

 

How to Use the Geocoding Correction Portal 

 

The Geocoding correction service is an optional way to correct your geocode if you get less 

than optimal results from the output of our geocoding process. Window segments can be 

minimized by clicking on the top left minus sign for each. Below is a brief summary of the steps 

with more detailed information following: 

 

1) The first thing to be aware of is that when this tool is open you are directly accessing 

your database that you have uploaded to the site. Anytime you “store” a correction it will 

immediately update the database you have uploaded. If you open the tool and process 

the first five records and click “store” for each, when you download your database from 

the site it will contain the correction information for those five records. This has been a 

source of confusion in the past, but no exporting is needed from this tool. All the 

stores/saves are performed in real time to the original database. 

2) Upon opening the correction tool the first record will be highlighted in the “Query 

Results” window and details displayed in the editing windows. A point will be placed on 

the map showing the TAMU geocode indicated with a dot and any Google findings 

indicated by capital letters.   

3) The user can select the NAACCR geocoder (TAMU) result, select the Google result, or 

manually place a pin on the map if they know the location by simply clicking on the map.  

4) Once you are confident in the correct point click one of the icons to the right of that point 

in the “Displayed Points” window. The icon with the green arrow will store the correction 

and move to the next record while the next icon will store the record and remain on it. 

The trash can will delete the points on the map, but not the record in your database or 



the geocoded information. The corrections will now be in your database if you download 

it again. 

5) You can see what records have been processed at any time by clicking <Filter Records> 

in the “Query Results” window at the bottom, this will refresh the table and indicate 

processed records by a red checkmark in the Details column to the far right. You can 

also filter to only see records that have not been processed by checking the ‘Non-

Processed Only’ checkbox and clicking <Filter Records> again to refresh the table.  

Map 

You can click on the map and move your view around to determine where the pin should be. A 

new point can be added if you click once. This will prompt a box for you to select why you would 

like to place the point and accuracy regarding it. The map can be zoomed in and out with either 

your mouse or the plus and minus sign in the bottom right corner of that window. 

 
 

 

Displayed Points  

Description of points that should be currently visible on the map view. You can compare multiple 

sources for the accuracy desired. There is no need to delete any of these points as only the 

point you actually store will be in your database, until then they are just for reference. The silver 

bin with ➨ will save the corresponding pin as the correct information to your database and 



move to the next record in the file. The silver bin will save the information to the database and 

remain on the current file. Trash can with x will “Delete” the point. The label of these signifiers 

can be acknowledged by hovering over each symbol with your cursor. Remember that deleting 

a point only clears it from the map and does not update your database in any way. If you 

accidentally delete a Google point you can always simply go to the next record and then back 

again to refresh the Google and TAMU points on the map. Note that this will not refresh any 

points you manually added unless you clicked “Store and Next” or “Store”. At the top of the 

Displayed Points window you have the option to Zoom to Extent, Delete All Points, and Export 

to CSV (not currently enabled). Clicking on the pin symbol next to it’s details will zoom to that 

point.  

- Note: Points added from the Additional Potential Geocodes section will likely be marked 

as an Unknown Source with a “?” symbol. 

 
 

Additional Potential Geocodes 

More options can be found here with quality type listed. These points will be available if you 

have a data set that was run with exhaustive search enabled. This is essentially a list of all data 

sources that we were able to find the address in.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Build Address and Geocode 

Hovering over each letter and segments reveal different parts of the address. A is the 

component of the street address, c is the city, s is the state, and z is the zip code. Lightly click 

on the white box once and select the pieces of the full address desired. Notice the plus signs 

with multiple letters. This box will include the segments together as an addition to the address. 

The box on the right seen as “+a+c+s+z” includes all parts of a full address. Once you have built 

the desired address, click on the yellow symbol to receive a geocode. Clicking the button to 

geocode will place a new point on the map. You can modify the original address here by typing 

the complete address into the box, then clicking on the yellow symbol to place a pin 

 
 

 

Geocode Toolbox 

This toolbox allows you to geocode and place a pin of a segment of the original address. For 

example, if you place “LOS ANGELES” under the city field and select geocode it will output a 

point with the quality of CityCentroid. Entering the zipcode in the ZIP field and clicking the 

geocode icon will output a point with the quality of “USPSZipCentroid”, etc. You can also modify 

the original address field here to place a pin. This can be useful to correct spelling errors, 

missing elements, transposed numbers etc.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Current Record 

A breakdown of each address component on the selected point is presented. You can change 

which record is presented by clicking on the double back arrow to see the First Record, single 

back arrow to see Previous Record, and silver bin to Update and Skip Record. The silver bin 

with an arrow and red slash mark will Mark it Non-fixable and Skip, single forward arrow will go 

to Next Record, and double forward arrow will go to the Last Record. You can also select a 

record directly by clicking on it in the “Query Results” window. Clicking on the details at the 

bottom will open a new browser window that includes code (this can also be opened under the 

far right side of Query Results window) 

 
 

QA Notes 

Most of the QA Notes section is designed for use with other code and not really beneficial for 

customer usage. The main section here is the textbox in the “Status” tab. Any notes here will be 

kept un the QANotes field that will be added to that specific record. An example of a useful note 

here would be “Corrected street level result to rooftop point based on visual verification of 

satellite imagery”. If specific methods are applied during manual correction it may be beneficial 

to develop codes for each type of correction which could be saved in this field to identify what 

method was applied for each correction.  

 



 

Query Selection 

Your data source is displayed and your data selections can be edited through the dropboxes. 

Match Status, Qualities and Records per page can be changed to reflect the desired output. 

Make sure to keep Match Status and Qualities set to All if you want to go back and forth 

between records and avoid limitations. 

 
 

 

 

 

Query Results 

This should include all records of your database selected. Note that you go through them 

individually to select corrections. You can filter these records by Match Status, Quality, and non-

processed by checking the appropriate checkbox and clicking <Filter Records> to refresh the 

table. The Auto-Geocode option will place a Google geocoded point on the map and is checked 

by default. The Misc column will contain the data from the field you selected in the “Other” 

column in Step 3 of the process. This can be useful if you have multiple identifying information 

about addresses you would like available during the correction process. Clicking <Filter 

Records> at any time will display a red check mark to the far right of any records that have 

already been processed and saved if the “Non-Processed” box is not checked, else those 

records will be removed from the list. 

 
 

 

FRIENDLY REMINDER 

Most registries are already familiar with this as Google is commonly used when correcting and 

verifying your geocodes, but anytime a point is placed on the map by Google, they have and 

own that address information. This correction tool works the same way as you pulling up Google 

maps and entering the address to get the coordinates. The following information is what is sent 

to Google by the tool: 

● Street Address 

● City 

● State 

● Zip 

 

Only those components from your file are sent, Google has no access to any other data 

associated with the record.  

 


